PAM is a general proof tool for process algebras. It allows users to de ne their own calculi and then perform algebraic style proofs in these calculi by directly manipulating process terms. The logic that PAM implements is equational logic plus recursion, with some features tailored to the particular requirements of process algebras. Equational reasoning is implemented by rewriting, while recursion is dealt with by induction. Proofs are constructed interactively, giving users the freedom to control the proof processes.
Introduction
It has been gradually recognized that computer assistance is essential for the analysis of concurrent systems. There are already a number of proof tools, among them are the Concurrency Workbench CPS 89], TAV GLZ 89], and Auto BRSV 89]. Most of these tools are behaviourally based and perform proofs automatically. They interpret processes as labelled transition systems and proofs are established by automatically searching the resulting spaces.
More recently, e orts have been devoted to implementing algebraic proof systems for process calculi. One such system has been developed in Pisa for CCS NIN 89] , and another one is in Amsterdam for ACP MV 91]. But building a proof system takes considerable e orts as one has to implement the parser, user interface, proof strategy, proof environment management, and so on. Since there are quite a few process calculi around and each is evolving (new operators are emerging, with new axioms characterizing them), it is desirable to have a general system which allows users to de ne their own calculi, so that much of the implementation e orts can be expended once and for all.
A well-developed technique for general theorem proving in equational logic is termrewriting DJ 89]. But there are some di culties involved in applying existing term rewriting systems to process algebras:
With pure equational logic one can only reason about nite processes. In nite processes are de ned recursively, and there is no way to handle recursion by rewriting. Some \equations" in process algebras, such as the expansion laws Mil 89], are not simple equations but rather equation schemes, i.e. they are common patterns of in nitely many equations. This is beyond the power of existing rewriting systems which can only handle nite set of equations. Some calculi have \indexed operators", such as the parallel operators indexed by a set of actions in LOTOS and CSP. They represent classes of in nitely many operators and as such cannot be handled by existing rewriting systems which only allow nite signatures. PAM (Process Algebra Manipulator) Lin 91] is a general proof tool for process algebras using rewriting techniques. The logic it implements is essentially equational logic plus recursion, with some features tailored to the particular requirements of process algebras. At the core of PAM is a rewrite machine which is capable of handling associative and commutative operators. A pattern is provided for de ning interleaving (or expansion) laws in various calculi, and applications of these laws are treated as special forms of rewriting. In nite processes can be de ned by mutual recursion, and some forms of induction, such as Scott Induction and Unique Fixpoint Induction, have been built into the system to cope with such recursively de ned processes. The syntax for signature de nitions is exible enough to allow \indexed operators".
It is possible in PAM to designate as theorems proved conjectures and then use them in subsequent proofs. This allows users to decompose a big problem into subproblems, prove these separately, and then combine all the small proofs together to establish a proof of the original problem. This is an important feature for any proof tool to be practically useful. Un nished proofs can be saved into les and then loaded back later to be resumed, so that long proofs can be separated into several proof sections over time. Basic transformation steps can be composed into more powerful commands using a simple tactical language.
One disadvantage of interactive theorem proving is that proofs can get quite tedious, and it is desirable to interface PAM with other automatic proof tools for process algebras so that some parts of proofs can be \submitted" to such tools for automatic veri cation. An experimental interface from PAM to the Concurrency Workbench has been implemented which allows calls to the Workbench from within PAM for checking various congruence/equivalence relations between CCS agents.
The process algebras which have been successfully de ned in PAM include CCS The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows how to use the system by giving examples; The meta language for calculus de nition is explained in Section 3; Section 4 presents the algorithm for unique xpoint induction. Section 5 describes the problem de nition format and available proof commands. The paper is concluded in Section 6.
2 How to Use The System: An Example PAM accepts a process calculus de nition le, yielding a proof manipulator for the calculus. The meta-language for de ning calculi is explained in Section 3 . Here we only take CCS as an example to show how to use the system. Here we have 8 operators de ned. As an example, the choice operator + is in x, has priority 120, is associative and commutative (AC), and associates to the left. Note that _ is used as place holder to indicate where the actual arguments should go, and set is a built-in post-xing type constructor. Anything after --in a line is a comment.
De ning A Calculus
In the axiom section we rst list basic axioms of the calculus: Each axiom consists of a name, an equation, and possibly a side condition. A subset of axioms can be designated as an action algebra which de nes the structural behaviour of actions:
The expansion law is separated from the ordinary axioms and is written in a particular format since they are treated di erently from normal equations: sort computation Sort(NIL) = {} Sort(tau.P) = Sort(P) Sort(a.P) = {a} union Sort(P) Sort(P + Q) = Sort(P) union Sort(Q) Sort(P | Q) = Sort(P) union Sort(Q) Sort(P \ A) = Sort(P) diff (A union (map~A))
Compiling A Calculus
To compile a calculus, simply enter its name into the small input bu er at the centre of PAM top-level window (Figure 2 .2), then click the compile calculus button. The compilation usually takes just a few seconds, and, if it succeeds, the calculus' name will appear in the calculi: panel. In Figure 2 .2 two calculi CSP and CCS have been compiled, with the current one, namely CCS, highlighted.
Proving A Conjecture
Having de ned a calculus, one can prove theorems in it. The problems one wants to prove are given in problem de nition les. The following is a de nition le of the two bit bu er problem in CCS: The equation after the keyword conjecture is the formula to prove. The recursive de nitions of the process constants appearing in the conjecture are given in the where part. The keyword rule introduces a tactic which will be explained in Section 5.4.
Here a bu er of capacity two is speci ed as a CCS agent TBB. The receiving and sending values are modelled by the input action i and output action o, respectively. At the beginning it can only perform an i action, and if this happens it evolves into TBB1, where it can either do an o action and then returns to the original state, or do another i action and then becomes TBB2. In the state TBB2 only o is possible and if it is done the process will go back to TBB. This speci cation is implemented by a system SYS consisting of two one bit bu ers OBBL and OBBR, connected by an internal channel s. The individual behavior of OBBL or OBBR is simply cycling, but as components of SYS they have to synchronize on s and such synchronization actions are hidden from the outside. The conjecture says SYS is a correct implementation of TBB. Proofs are carried out in proof windows which are created from problem de nition les at the top-level window in a way similar to compiling calculi. Proofs are constructed by clicking suitable command buttons which correspond to proof steps. The available proof steps are explained in Section 5. The proof window in Figure 2 contains a complete proof for the two bit bu er problem. As can be seen in the example of the last section, a calculus de nition in this proof system basically consists of signature and axiom descriptions, with optional sort computation rule speci cation. The signature describes the syntax of the calculus by listing types and other attributes of the operators, while the semantics of the calculus is characterized by axioms.
Signature

Types
Type names are listed after the keyword type, separated by blanks. The two types Action and Process must be present in every calculus. There is a pre-de ned type Bool and a pre-de ned post-xing type constructor set (used to form action sets).
It is possible to specify some types as subtypes of others. \T1 < T2" says T1 is a subtype of T2. A blank-separated list of such sub-typing declarations can be placed after the keyword with following type declaration.
Operators
A typical operator declaration looks like _ + _ :: Process Process -> Process 120 AC LEFT The symbol _ is used as a place-holder to indicate where the actual arguments should go. So + is a binary in x operator, left-associative and commutative, with priority 120.
It is possible to declare operator schemes, or indexed operators. At the present only associative and commutative operator schemes are allowed, i.e., all parameterized operators must be of attribute AC, and arguments other than the rst and the last ones are regarded as indexes. For example, the family of parallel operators indexed by sets of actions may be declared as follows: Here a scheme for a family of in x, left-associative and commutative operators is speci ed. For instance, | {a,b}]| and | {c}]| are two such operators. Each operator in this family will take two processes as arguments and return another process as result.
Axioms
An axiom is a named equation, or inequation, possibly with a side-condition.
The language for side-conditions is simple, involving equality test eq between two actions or two action sets, boolean operations true, false, not, and and or, and ( -nite) set operations in (membership), union, diff (di erence) and inter (intersection). When the rules for sort computation are presented, the operator Sort can also be used in side-conditions to compute the syntactic sorts of processes.
A side condition is a boolean expression built up from action names and/or sets of action names using the above operators. It follows the keyword if after an equation.
Action Algebra
A subset of axioms on terms of type Action may be grouped under the keywords action algebra. These are the laws governing the structural behaviour of actions.
For instance, the action algebra for CCS consists of only one equatioñ~a = a
The action algebra for CSP is empty, while the action algebra for SCCS Mil 89] is a commutative group. The equations in the action algebra of a calculus, when it is present, are automatically applied as left-right oriented rewrite rules to evaluate the action expressions in the sidecondition every time a conditional equation is used as a rewrite rule. Hence it is crucial to ensure that the action algebra, when left-right oriented, constitutes a con uent and terminating rewrite system (modulo associativity and commutativity).
Expansion Law
The expansion laws, or interleaving laws, are the laws present in most existing calculi to reduce parallelism to nondeterminism. They are usually formulated in the form of equation schemes which have in nitely many instances. Since standard term rewriting technique works only with nite number of rules, these laws need special treatment.
A process that is a parallel composition of two or more subprocesses can perform two kinds of actions: asynchronized actions performed by individual subprocesses independently from each other, and synchronized actions caused by communications between more than one subprocess. After an asynchronized action the process will behave like the parallel composition of the result of the subprocess performing the action and the other subprocesses (unchanged). After a synchronized action the process will behave like the parallel composition of the result of the subprocesses performing this action and the other subprocesses. Each calculus has its own synchronization mechanism deciding which actions are allowed to occur asynchronously, which have to be synchronized, and the results of synchronizations.
The expansion laws are algebraic formulations of the above ideas. It deals with a process term which is a parallel composition with each component of the composition being a sum of a list of processes pre xed by some actions. Such a composition can then be \expanded" into a process term which comprises sub-terms representing synchronization movement and asynchronization movement. The top level structure of the new term is no longer parallel composition.
The de nition of an expansion law in this meta language consists of three clauses: the let clause, then clause, and with clause, as shown in the example of Section 2.
In the let clause the form of the components of the parallel composition is speci ed. It must be the sum of a list of processes pre xed by actions. Ellipsis... is used to make it more comfortable to read. The summation (or choice) operator must be associative and commutative.
The with clause de nes the synchronization mechanism. In this meta language such a mechanism is determined by three parameters: two functions (sync and async) and one communication style (handshake or broadcast).
async maps actions to the boolean constant true, and may have a side condition attached. The actions satisfying the side condition can occur asynchronously, while the others can not.
sync is the synchronization function. It takes two actions as arguments and, if they satisfy the side condition, gives the action resulting from the communication between them. communication style decides how the components of a parallel composition participate in communication. There are two communication styles: handshake and broadcast. The default is handshake. The then clause consists of a list of (conditional) equations with identical left handsides which are parallel compositions, or restricted parallel compositions, of the process terms speci ed in the let clause. The right hand-sides are the terms into which the left hand-sides will be expanded. The system provides three primitives that can be used in the right hand-side terms. sync_move takes two processes as speci ed in the let clause, and returns a (possibly empty) list of processes resulting from all possible communications between them. The result of sync_move depends on sync and the communication style. async_move takes two processes as speci ed in the let clause, and returns a (possibly empty) list of processes resulting from all possible asynchronous movement of these two processes. The result of async_move depends on async.
Sum is a term constructor. It takes a summation operator (which must be associative and commutative) and a non-empty list of processes, and returns the sum of these processes. For some technical reasons, the cases that sync_move and/or async_move are empty must be speci ed separately. A constant nil is provided to test whether they are empty in side conditions.
Usually there would be one expansion law for each parallel operator. It is possible to characterize parallel operators with nite number of equations if some auxiliary operators are introduced BK 89], but this would incur exponential rewriting and slow down proofs considerably, because the writing using them lakes advantage of built-in primitives. But the users are, of course, free to design such calculi and use the system to develop proofs in them.
Sort Computation
The sort or alphabet information is useful in proofs involving in nite processes BK 89, Mil 89]. Although the sort of an arbitrary process is uncomputable in general, it is not di cult to calculate the syntactic sorts of processes. In PAM the rules for compute syntactic sorts can be listed after the keywords sort computation. The top level symbol of the left hand-side of each rule must be the built-in operator Sort which has type Process -> Action set. When sort computation is enabled (see Section 5.1), an algorithm is invoked to calculate the least sorts determined by these rules.
Unique Fixpoint Induction
In nite processes are de ned recursively. Proving conjectures involving recursively dened processes therefore requires induction. Unique xpoint induction allows one to assert that two process terms are equal if they satisfy the same set of equations. Its practical application usually involves a pair of process terms, one of which is the specication de ned by recursive equations, and the other one is the implementation which has been shown to satisfy a set of equations that are structurally the same as (or similar to) the de nitional equations of the speci cation. Applying unique xpoint induction to prove the equality of two such processes amounts to match two sets of equations.
For example, in the two bit bu er problem of Section 2, we have the following denition of TBB:
It is easy to derive the following equations Function ufi tries to match the de nitional equations for spec and the derived equations for impl. It returns two lists of pairs of terms, the rst of which reports what it has matched and the second one indicates where it failed. The second list will be empty when u succeeds, i.e. the two processes can be proved equal by unique xpoint induction.
With unique xpoint induction one can prove problems involving in nite state processes. Here is the counter problem (in CCS) which can be proved in PAM with only a few steps: As is well-known unique xpoint induction is unsound. However it is applicable when some condition, called guardedness, is satis ed Hoa 85, Hen 88, Mil 89, BK 89]. At the present we leave to the users the responsibility of checking these conditions.
Proofs
Problem De nition
To start a proof, one must present the conjecture to the system in a problem de nition le. We have already seen an example in Section 2. The formula (equation or inequation) to prove follows the keyword conjecture. The recursive de nitions of the process constants, if any, are listed after the keyword where. Macros may be de ned after the keyword macro. They are used to shorten inputs/outputs and have no computational e ect. During a proof, any part of the outputs from the system which is identical to the body of a macro de nition will be automatically replaced by that macro.
Sort computation can be enabled by the keywords need sort computation. It is disabled otherwise.
In some cases extensions to the calculus in question are required for the problem to be proved. At the present two extensions are allowed: extension by de ning communication functions and extension by de ning fair abstraction rule.
Fair Abstraction Rule
Fair Abstraction Rule is valid for bisimulation semantics. It can be applied to get rid of -loops and is useful in protocol veri cations. There are two ways of looking at fair abstraction rule: it can be reguarded as a (scheme of) inference rule, or as a (scheme of) conditional equation. In this proof system we take the second view: fair abstraction rule is used as conditional rewrite rule and applied to transform a term which matches the left hand-side of the conclusion of the rule into the right hand-side when the premise of the rule is satis ed.
The description of fair abstraction rule has two parts: the premise description and the conclusion description. The premise consists of some de nitional clauses where aloop occurs, and the conclusion is an equation derived from the premise with the -loop removed.
The following is a typical example of the de nition of fair abstraction rule (CCS): where the keyword from starts the premise, and the conclusion follows infer. In the premise x1 Here we have a with clause attached to the premise specifying that each of a1, ..., an may either be a or be hidden in A. At the present these are the only two forms of fair abstraction rule de nition allowed in this system.
Action Algebras
In some calculi like ACP action algebras, or communication functions, are de ned along with problems. This can be done by listing the result action of each pair of actions which can communicate with each other, after the key word action algebra, as the following example shows: The action algebra given in a problem de nition le is regarded as an extension of the action algebra of the calculus (which might be empty).
Proof Sections
PAM relies heavily on term rewriting techniques. A proof usually consists of several sections, each starts with a process term followed by some terms transformed from it by applying equational reasoning rules or folding/unfolding recursive de nitions. Such transformations are invoked by performing the corresponding proof steps explained in the following subsection.
Proof Steps
A proof proceeds when one performs proof steps which can be classi ed into three groups: transformation steps The basic transformation steps are rewriting (by directed axioms or theorems), applying expansion law, and folding/unfolding recursive de nition.
assertion steps Here we have proof commands such as unique xpoint induction, proving by transitivity, and proving by the concurrency workbench. The last one is only meaningful for CCS. These commands are needed to con rm that a conjecture has been proved so that it can be admitted as theorem by the proof system. auxiliary steps These include the commands for making auxiliary de nitions, commands for opening new sections, and commands for making proved conjectures as theorems so that they can be used in subsequent proofs. Proof steps are invoked by clicking command buttons in the proof window. At any moment in a proof window there is a unique current term which is highlighted. Clicking on the top-level operator of a term selects it as the current term. The transformation steps are applied to current terms.
The behaviour of rewriting commands are controlled by two switches: The left-right switch determines in which direction an axiom is used as a rewrite rule, while the stepauto switch decides if rewriting should be performed for just one-step, or go as far as possible.
Tactics
The transformation steps as provided are rather primitive. Some combinations of these steps have been found very useful in practical veri cations. For instance, unfolding recursive de nitions appearing in the top-level of a parallel composition, followed by applying some form of expansion law, then folding recursive de nitions, is such a frequently used tactic. Instead of building-in a xed set of such strategies, PAM provides a tactical language to allow users de ne their own tactics targeting at particular problems.
The language is small, basically consisting of sequential composition (;) and arbitrary repetition (*). For example, the following line rule TR = *2 T1 ; *{R0 R1 R2 R3 R4}
de nes a tactic named TR. It consists of applying the CCS -law T1 twice, followed by applying the set of restriction laws as many times as possible, until none of them is applicable. As another example, the rule H de ned in the two bit bu er problem 2.3 can easily be recognized as the tactic mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Helping Facilities
Various helping facilities are available. The ask command button is used to list the names of all axioms and theorems applicable to the current term, in the direction determined by the left-right switch. The other helping information can be obtained by clicking the right mouse-button: on a system command button it gives a short description of the functionality of that button; on an axiom button it prints out the axiom; on a rule button it prints out the de nition of that tactic; on an identi er (in the proof display sub-window) will print out its de nition body. All help information are output in the small message panel at the right-bottom of the proof window.
Saving And Loading Proofs
Proofs of large problems may last several days even weeks, and usually can not be nished in one go. A half-way done proof can be saved into a le by the save proof button in the top-level window. A saved proof can be loaded back later on by the load proof button, in exactly the same status as when it was saved, so the proof can be resumed from that point. In case the calculus de nition has been changed since the proof was saved, the replay proof command can be invoked to check the validity of the saved proof in the modi ed calculus. A proof window will be created at the rst proof step which is no longer valid. Of cause if all steps used are still valid (for instance when only new operators and axioms have been added to the calculus), the proof window created by replay proof will be the same as that created by load proof.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have described a general process algebra manipulation system which is based on equational axiomatization. It allows the users to de ne their own process algebras and carry out proofs for problems in the de ned calculi. During the proofs terms can be simpli ed automatically by rewriting, and assertions about recursively de ned processes can be veri ed by induction.
As introduced in this paper PAM is basically a tool for pure process algebras in which actions bear no structures, but recently we have been extending it in two directions: time and data. In the rst direction we take the timed language proposed in Hen 88] Tim 92], generalising the existing PAM expansion law scheme to allow the presence of the delayoperator, the main device for describing timed behaviour in that language. The other direction requires more fundamental modi cation, as adding data to process calculi introduces a binding operator into the calculi, thus makes pure equational reasoning (with induction) no longer su cient. We will report the work on value-passing version of PAM somewhere else.
Attempts have been made to integrate PAM with the Concurrency Workbench. At the moment we have only one direction of such linkage, i.e. to call the Workbench from within PAM, and the experiments gained are encouraging. More e orts are needed to investigate how to cooperate between these two kinds of proof tools so that each of them can take the advantages of the other: the identities proved by algebraic manipulations can be exploited to reduce the state space of behavioural proof systems, while some parts of algebraic proofs can be checked automatically by behavioural tools to reduce the amount of tedious manipulations in algebraic proofs.
